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Thomas The Tank Engine All Aboard! My First Sticker Book
Learn all about Thomas the Tank Engine, Kana the first electric train on Sodor, Sir Topham Hatt, and many other steam engines,
diesels, vehicles, and characters from Sodor. This colorful guide is packed with fun facts about a host of popular characters from the
much-loved brand, including the new-look characters from the latest Thomas & Friends: All Engines Go(TM) TV series. It also
features scenes and story lines from the exciting new animations. With stunning full-color images and essential information about
favorite characters, Meet the Engines: An Encyclopedia of the Thomas & Friends Characters is a must-have for all young Thomas
fans.
Join Thomas as he travels around meeting his friends, both old and new!
The Fat Controller has been invited to the Queen's birthday celebrations, far from the Island of Sodor, in the biggest city in the land,
London. And what better engine to take him there than Thomas the Tank Engine. A delighted Thomas makes the long journey to
London where he is put on a barge and taken down the Thames seeing Tower Bridge, St Paul's, The Shard, Parliament and many other
landmarks along the way. It's a very proud day for the little blue engine in the big city!
A collection of four stories chronicling the adventures of James the red engine.
The Big Book of Engines (Thomas & Friends)
Thomas & Friends Summer 2019 Movie 2-In-1 Pictureback (Thomas & Friends)
Thomas the Tank Engine
Thomas and Friends: the Big Book of Engines
All about Thomas
Presents four stories featuring Thomas the tank engine and his friends.
This book allows fans of Thomas to rediscover the original classic stories about the world's
best-loved tank engine. In this sixty-fifth anniversary year, Thomas and his friends remain as
popular as ever, loved by millions all over the world; the original "Railway Series" books
continue to delight children of all ages. This new anniversary edition includes the four
original Thomas stories, with the engines beautifully brought to life by new reproductions of C.
Reginald Dalby's illustrations. Plus, eight pages of exclusive material give an insight into the
creation of the famous "Railway Series".
In this seventieth anniversary year, Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends remain as popular as
ever, loved by millions all over the world. Now rediscover the classic stories about the world's
best-loved tank engine with stunning new hardback editions of the original ‘Railway Series’. In
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Troublesome Engines, Henry meets an elephant, James spins like a top and a new engine called
Percy comes to the rescue … by running away!
Thomas the Tank Engine learns about the dangers of fishing, traveling in the snow, and pulling
freight cars.
Tank Engine Thomas Again
Henry and the Elephant
Thomas the Tank Engine Counts to Ten
Trouble for Thomas and Other Stories
Wednesday: Edward the Hero

In this seventieth anniversary year, Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends remain as popular as ever, loved by millions all over the
world. Now rediscover the classic stories about the world's best-loved tank engine with stunning new hardback editions of the
original ‘Railway Series’. In Thomas the Tank Engine, Thomas runs up and down the track, but all he really wants is a branch line of
his own...
Henry is a bright green engine. One day, he starts feeling poorly, and can’t get all his jobs done. Will The Fat Controller be able to
make Henry feel better? Based on the classic tales from the Reverend W. Awdry, with a stunning, modern look. Engine Adventures is
the newest series in the Thomas Range. Children will love meeting Thomas and his engine friends. From Thomas to Gordon to
Harold the Helicopter, there is a railway adventure to thrill every Thomas fan. These fun, short stories come with a fun, bonus spotand-see activity at the end.
Edward would love to be a hero like busy, noisy Gordon, but can such a kind, gentle engine ever be a real hero? Children will enjoy
reading a new Thomas & Friends board book every day of the week!
The numbers one through ten are introduced via a railroad setting.
All about Thomas the Tank Engine and His Friends
Thomas the Tank Engine All Aboard! My First Sticker Book
A Better View for Gordon and Other Thomas the Tank Engine Stories
Gordon - The Big Engine
Thomas and His Friends Collection
Another tale from the Island of Sodor.
Thomas the tank engine worries all the engines will be replaced by a helicopter because
of all the rummors he has heard.
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The ultimate nostalgic gift for all those who are delighted by Thomas, the cheeky little
engine, and his friends. With a brand new design and eye-catching foil embelishments,
this book is perfect for the 75th anniversary of our dear friend Thomas.
The engines all want to help when the circus comes to town, but Henry the green engine is
not happy when he is sent to help clear a blocked tunnel.
Engine Adventures: Henry
Engine Adventures: Percy
A Visit to London for Thomas the Tank Engine
Thomas and Friends Character Encyclopedia
Thomas the Tank Engine the Railway Series: James the Red Engine
In this seventieth anniversary year, Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends remain as popular as ever,
loved by millions all over the world. Now rediscover the classic stories about the world's best-loved
tank engine with stunning new hardback editions of the original ‘Railway Series’. In James the Red
Engine, James has trouble with his trucks, pulls the Express after Gordon loses his way and gets a shiny
new red coat of paint!
When unavoidable accidents cause Thomas the Tank Engine to call upon the help of Bertie the Bus, Thomas
worries that he will lose all his passengers.
An all-new Thomas the Tank Engine storybook about Thomas and all his engine friends from around the
world! Includes over 50 stickers! Based on the popular Nick Jr. series, train-loving boys and girls ages
3 to 7 will be thrilled to meet Thomas the Tank Engine and all his friends from around the world in this
Pictureback, which features beautiful full-color illustrations and more than 50 bonus stickers! In the
early 1940s, a loving father crafted a small blue wooden train engine for his son, Christopher. The
stories that this father, the Reverend W Awdry, made up to accompany the wonderful toy were first
published in 1945 and became the basis for the Railway Series, a collection of books about Thomas the
Tank Engine and his friends--and the rest is history. Thomas & Friends(TM) are now a big extended family
of engines and others on the Island of Sodor. They appear not only in books but also in television shows
and movies, and as a wide variety of beautifully made toys. The adventures of Thomas and his friends,
which are always, ultimately, about friendship have delighted generations of train-loving boys and girls
for more than 70 years and will continue to do so for generations to come.
Sir Topham Hatt's engines learn that they get the most accomplished when they work together.
A Unique Collection of Engine Stories from the Railway Series
The Story of Thomas the Tank Engine
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Thomas the Tank Engine the Railway Series: Troublesome Engines
1945 onwards (all aboard)
Thomas and Friends Meet the Engines

Percy is a little engine who loves to be cheeky. He spends all day playing tricks on the other engines, but one day he has to be a very brave
engine! Based on the classic tales from the Reverend W. Awdry, with a stunning, modern look. Engine Adventures is the newest series in the
Thomas Range. Children will love meeting Thomas and his engine friends. From Thomas to Gordon to Harold the Helicopter, there is a
railway adventure to thrill every Thomas fan. These fun, short stories come with a fun, bonus spot-and-see activity at the end.
Harold the Helicopter flies high over the island of Sodor! He believes he’s faster than all the engines, so Percy challenges him to a race! Who
will win? Based on the classic tales from the Reverend W. Awdry, with a stunning, modern look. Engine Adventures is the newest series in the
Thomas Range. Children will love meeting Thomas and his engine friends. From Thomas to Gordon to Harold the Helicopter, there is a
railway adventure to thrill every Thomas fan. These fun, short stories come with a fun, bonus spot-and-see activity at the end.
Learn all about Thomas the Tank Engine, Kana the first electric train on Sodor, Sir Topham Hatt, and many other steam engines, diesels,
vehicles and characters from Sodor. This colourful guide is packed with fun facts about a host of popular characters from the much-loved
brand, including the new-look characters from the latest Thomas & Friends: All Engines Go(tm) TV series. It also features scenes and
storylines from the exciting new animations. With stunning full-colour images and essential information about favourite characters, Meet the
Engines: An Encyclopedia of the Thomas & Friends Characters is a must-have for all young Thomas fans. ©2020 Gullane (Thomas) Limited.
Meet all of the engines in this Thomas & Friends board book with a padded cover! Train-loving boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will love to discover
fascinating facts about Thomas, Nia, Bertie, Harold, and all their favorite Thomas & Friends characters in this sturdy board book with padded
cover. In the early 1940s, a loving father crafted a small blue wooden train engine for his son, Christopher. The stories that this father, the
Reverend W Awdry, made up to accompany the wonderful toy were first published in 1945 and became the basis for the Railway Series, a
collection of books about Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends--and the rest is history. Thomas & Friends(TM) are now a big extended
family of engines and others on the Island of Sodor. They appear not only in books but also in television shows and movies, and as a wide
variety of beautifully made toys. The adventures of Thomas and his friends, which are always, ultimately, about friendship, have delighted
generations of train-loving boys and girls for more than 70 years and will continue to do so for generations to come.
Engine Adventures: Harold
Thomas and the Rumors and Other Thomas the Tank Engine Stories
Thomas The Tank Engine
Thomas the Tank Engine: Complete Collection 75th Anniversary Edition
A Thomas the Tank Engine Storybook
In this seventieth anniversary year, Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends remain as popular as
ever, loved by millions all over the world. Now rediscover the classic stories about the world's bestPage 4/6
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loved tank engine with stunning new hardback editions of the original ‘Railway Series’. In Tank
Engine Thomas Again, Thomas proudly runs up and down his very own branch line. He runs into
trouble along the way... but he also makes some new friends, and all turns out happily in the end!
Learn all about Thomas the Tank Engine, Harold the Helicopter, Sir Topham Hatt, and all the other
steam engines, diesels, vehicles, and characters from Sodor. Thomas & Friends Character
Encyclopedia is packed with fun facts and details about each popular character - brand-new and bestloved alike - from the toys, TV shows, and movies, as well as information about the real trains and
vehicles. With stunning full-colour images and essential information about every character, the
Thomas & Friends Character Encyclopedia is a must-have for fans of all ages. 2018 Gullane (Thomas)
Limited.
Photographs from PBS's "Shining Time Station" complement an anthology of ten fun-filled stories
about Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends.
The Big Book of Engines is what every Thomas fan needs! Inside you'll find everything there is to
know about Thomas and his engine friends on the Island of Sodor: fun facts, Thomas trivia and
railway rivalry. With a page devoted to each character and including all the famous engines in the
Steam Team, this book really is the ultimate guide to the world of Thomas and his friends.
An Encyclopedia of the Thomas and Friends Characters
Thomas the Tank Engine Complete Collection
The Thomas the Tank Engine the Railway Series: the Three Railway Engines
Thomas the Tank Engine the Railway Series: Tank Engine Thomas Again
Thomas Gets Bumped

In this seventieth anniversary year, Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends remain as popular as ever, loved by millions
all over the world. Now rediscover the classic stories about the world's best-loved tank engine with these stunning new
hardback editions of the original ‘Railway Series’. In ‘The Three Railway Engines’, we are introduced to Edward,
Gordon and Henry, and find out how they came to be good friends – after an adventure or three…
Join in the fun on Sodor! Help Thomas and his friends find all the things they need for a very busy day. Little Thomas
fans will love finding the big stickers to complete the scenes in this first sticker book. With 8 exciting scenes and over 50
colourful stickers, this fun sticker book allows readers to join in the adventures!
NEW IN PAPERBACK. Aimed at the 3â??7 age group, this innovative book applies the Haynes treatment to one of the
most popular children's characters. Inspired by the world-famous Haynes manuals, this book explains how Thomas
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works, how his driver operates him, and how the engineers of the Sodor railway keep him in tip-top condition. Some of
Thomas's friends also feature, with Henry's overhaul, for example, offering the chance for young readers to see how a
steam engine is taken apart and refitted. This brightly designed book will delight children and parents alike.
Jump aboard with Thomas, the little blue Tank Engine, for three exciting adventures in this story collection. Join in the fun
as he learns how to be a Really Useful Engine, tries out some new wheels in a race around Sodor and even takes The
Fat Controller to London to meet the Queen! This collection includes The Story of Thomas the Tank Engine, Three
Cheers for Thomas the Tank Engine and A Visit to London for Thomas the Tank Engine. Thomas & Friends is a great
way to pass on the tradition of Thomas to early readers. Children aged 2 and up will love meeting classic characters such
as Percy, James, Gordon, and Toby down on The Fat Controller's railway. Thomas has been teaching children lessons
about life and friendship for over 70 years. He ranks alongside other beloved character such as Paddington Bear, Winniethe-Pooh and Peter Rabbit as an essential part of our literary heritage.
Thomas the Tank Engine Storybook
Thomas the Tank Engine Story Collection
Thomas The Tank Engine 70th Anniversary Classic Library - 26 Titles Boxed Set
James the Red Engine
All Engines Go (Thomas & Friends)
In three stories featuring the friends of Thomas the Tank Engine, Toby gets rescued from a flood, Gordon
adds something unexpected to a new railway station, and Toad the Brakevan finally gets a chance to
travel forward.
A collection of fifty-six stories chronicling the adventures of Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends.
The Reverend Awdry's first book in the classic Railway Series, The Three Railway Engines, was published
exactly 70 years ago. This elegant slipcase brings together the all 26 books from this famous series in one
stunning volume. The ultimate gift for all those who delight in the adventures of this cheeky little engine
and his friends and a delightful present for new babies who are sure to grow up to be firm Thomas fans.
Edward's Exploit and Other Thomas the Tank Engine Stories
Thomas the Tank Engine the Railway Series: Thomas the Tank Engine
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